
Many observers of the European Union (EU) argue
that economic integration has generated a ‘democratic
legitimacy deficit’. They point to six problematic in-
stitutional mechanisms influencing the ‘input’,
‘throughput’, and ‘output’ dimensions of EU policy-
making. Despite recent calls not to consider the EU
as a sui generis case of integration, scholars have yet to
investigate in a systematic fashion whether other re-
gional economic organisations (REOs) may also be
experiencing a democratic legitimacy deficit. In this
article, we examine whether the six deficit-causing
mechanisms purportedly present in the EU case are
at work in the most important REOs in the world.
We develop an operationalisation of these mecha-
nisms and find those REOs to have, on the whole,
low levels of legitimacy, which tend to be more pro-
nounced in ‘input’ and ‘output’ than in ‘throughput’,
though important differences exist across REOs. We
reflect on the EU case in light of our comparative ev-
idence. We conclude by outlining an agenda for fu-
ture research on the democratic legitimacy of REOs
and beyond.
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Introduction

Many organisations that support the internationali-
sation of economic activity face criticism of their dem-
ocratic legitimacy. The fiercest critics claim that these
organisations are generally undemocratic (Dahl 1999;
Rodrik 2011). Other criticism is more targeted. An
established body of literature argues, for instance, that
the World Trade Organisation and the International
Monetary Fund operate with too much secrecy and
unaccountability (Stein 2001; Kahler 2004; Stiglitz
2003). 

Some of the most pressing criticisms to date, how-
ever, have concerned the European Union (EU). With
the exception of some notable dissenters (Majone
1998; Moravcsik 2002, 2004), scholars view the de-
cision-making bodies and processes associated with
the project of EU integration as suffering from a ‘de-
mocratic legitimacy deficit’. Their arguments have
evolved over time – beginning with the ‘standard’
democratic deficit thesis of the 1990s and continuing
with refinements and additions, partly in response to
new treaties and reforms (Weiler et al. 1995; Follesdal
and Hix 2006), including discussions over whether
the EU should be judged in the first place against tra-
ditional standards of democracy typically applied to
nation states (Cheneval and Schimmelfennig 2013;
Cheneval et al. 2015; Majone 2009: 23-40). Overall,
scholars have pointed to six institutional mechanisms
related to the production of secondary law as playing
an especially important role.1 Two concern ‘input’ 
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legitimacy: the (1) marginalisation of national parlia-
ments in the everyday production of law, and (2) lack,
and limited powers, of democratically elected deci-
sion-makers at the EU level. Two relate to ‘through-
put’ legitimacy: the (3) non-transparent
decision-making processes of the EU, and (4) limited
and biased opportunities for participation of interest
groups in EU policy-making. And two concern ‘out-
put’ legitimacy: (5) the confinement of domestic reg-
ulation to increasingly fewer areas due to the
broadening scope of EU laws coupled with (6) the in-
trusiveness of those EU laws. These arguments have
raised fundamental questions about the proper func-
tioning of democracy in the EU (Schmidt 2013). 

Yet, the EU case may be significant for another
reason: the number of countries in trading blocs po-
tentially vulnerable to the dynamics that may be hap-
pening in the EU is very large. The World Trade
Organisation currently reports that there exist around
200 trading blocs, with nearly every country on earth
belonging to at least one bloc. For decades, scholars
considered the EU as a unique form of regional eco-
nomic integration – a case sui generis. At least since
the 1990s, however, prominent observers have con-
vincingly argued that the most important blocs have
become regional economic organisations (REOs) with
legal and organisational profiles that – though distinct
– merit comparison with the EU. In fact, an entire
subfield of political science – comparative regionalism
– dedicates itself, inter alia, to the systematic compar-
ison of regional organisations (Sbragia 2008; War-
leigh-Lack and Rosamond 2010). One wonders,
therefore, whether the arguments being put forth
about the EU apply more widely than has been hith-
erto recognised. 

This article accordingly investigates the following
question: Do REOs across the world suffer a democratic
legitimacy deficit à la EU?To date, scholars of regional
integration have offered very limited insights into this
question. Efforts have focused on exploring concep-
tually whether this question is worth considering (Rit-
tberger and Schroeder forthcoming), and the
theoretical approaches that might drive possible in-
vestigations. Systematic and empirically-driven com-
parative assessments are still missing, with only

Ribeiro Hoffman and van der Vleuten (2007) offering
an initial step in this direction, and Griguresco (2007)
assessing only one specific element of deficit (trans-
parency) across a number of intergovernmental or-
ganisations. We believe that the time has come to start
correcting this empirical gap in our knowledge of
REOs. The answer will reveal much about the current
design of REOs and the potentially widespread un-
dermining of democracy across the globe. At the same
time, it will identify promising lines for future re-
search. 

In this article, we propose a general and institu-
tionally-oriented operationalisation of the main nor-
mative standards for democratic legitimacy as they
have been developed in the context of the EU, and
apply them to nine of the most important REOs in
the world (see Appendix 1 for details). Our analysis
reveals three main patterns:

1. Most REOs fare poorly in terms of input legiti-
macy: by and large national parliaments are margin-
alised and there is insufficient democratic
representation at the international level.
2. The picture is more mixed when it comes to
throughput legitimacy: while in most REOs legislative
processes are not transparent, interest group represen-
tation in several REOs is fairly inclusive and has access
to REO legislative processes.
3. Most REOs fare poorly in terms of output legiti-
macy: REO law constrains national governments in
many policy areas and does so in intrusive fashion be-
cause of its binding – though not always superior –
character. 

Taken together, these findings suggest that many
of the democratic failings that numerous scholars have
over time attributed to the EU apply to REOs around
the world, though sometimes only partially – some-
thing that, as we shall see, can also be said of the EU
today. The analysis also highlights important differ-
ences across REOs – with some exhibiting more dem-
ocratic legitimacy than others. As such, our
investigation raises important questions for future re-
search related to the evolution of democratic legiti-
macy in REOs, the relationship between institutional
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legitimacy and the actual perceptions of citizens and
policymakers, and the variables that might explain
different levels of legitimacy across REOs.

Before we start, we want to pre-empt two potential
criticisms. The first is that we are engaging in an EU-
centric exercise. Our ambition is not to declare the
EU as the ‘gold standard’ for thinking about questions
of legitimacy in international governance. Neverthe-
less, we do believe that the standards of democracy
that critics of the EU have subscribed to when inves-
tigating its democratic deficit are generally defensible
as desirable. Indeed, they belong to a broader and es-
tablished intellectual tradition about the prerequisites
of democracy in nation states and beyond (see, for ex-
ample, Archibugi et al. 2011; Wolf 1999).2 There is
good reason, then, to apply these insights in a com-
parative fashion (Warleigh-Lack 2006). The exercise,
moreover, will help us reflect about the EU case in a
broader context and in light of others’ experiences –
something that is very much in the spirit of post-colo-
nial demands on EU scholars to be self-reflexive
(Nicolaïdis et al. 2014).

The second, partly related, criticism is that there
are certainly other standards of democratic legitimacy
we could assess REOs against that go beyond what we
consider in this investigation. We concur with this ob-
servation. But our objective is not to identify, in the
abstract, all possible dimensions of legitimacy and test
all REOs against them. Rather, our question is to de-
termine whether the democratic legitimacy deficit
mechanisms purportedly at work in the EU are also
at work in other REOs. We view this investigation as
a worthwhile – and certainly sufficiently challenging
– first step into a comparative assessment of democ-
racy in REOs across the world.  

We proceed as follows. First, we review the six
mechanisms purportedly at work in the EU. Second,
we specify our methodology: the operationalisation
of each mechanism and the related possible levels of
democratic legitimacy. Third, we discuss our findings
and revisit the EU case in light of our comparative ev-
idence. In the conclusion, we outline an agenda for
future research.

The EU’s democratic legitimacy
deficit: Six institutional mechanisms 

While scholars have devised a variety of normative
standards to assess the political legitimacy of interna-
tional organisations, the debate about the EU’s legit-
imacy has – despite some dissenters (e.g. Majone
1998) – centred squarely on the standard of demo-
cratic legitimacy, which ‘demand[s] that political in-
stitutions respect democratic values’ (Peter 2010).
Using this normative standard, the debate about the
EU’s democratic legitimacy deficit has focused on three
main dimensions: input, throughput, and output.
While we acknowledge that parts of this debate have
focused on the societal underpinnings of EU legiti-
macy – e.g. the (non-)existence of a European demos
and a European public sphere (Risse 2010) – or the
quality of deliberation underlying decision-making
processes, our focus is on formal institutions. These
have formed the centrepiece of the debate on demo-
cratic legitimacy in the EU (and thus they have also
dominated the search for remedies, as happened with
the Lisbon Treaty of 2007). Indeed, a set of general-
isable institutional mechanisms are said to have
caused a democratic legitimacy deficit in the EU con-
text. Summarised in Table 1, we discuss each dimen-
sion and the primary associated deficit-causing
mechanisms in turn. 
Input legitimacy, the first dimension, denotes the

representative quality of the decision-making process.
According to Steffek (2015: 5), it refers generally to
‘institutional arrangements that allow citizens to com-
municate their interests to political decision-makers’.
EU scholars think of it primarily as the extent to
which citizens can influence political decisions by
holding EU decision-makers accountable through
elections (Scharpf 1999). With this normative crite-
rion in mind, EU scholars have focused on the insti-
tutional prerequisites for electoral accountability at
the national and supranational levels respectively. Na-
tional parliaments constitute the democratic core of
EU member states. Composed of directly elected rep-
resentatives, they are charged with translating citizens’
preferences into laws that regulate society. Through
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regular elections, citizens can change the composition
of national parliaments, which in turn should affect
policy outputs. EU scholars lament, however, that,
despite their centrality for democracy, national par-
liaments are marginalised in the production of EU
legislation (Raunio 1999; Goetz and Meyer-Sahling
2008; Winzen 2010; Duina and Raunio 2007;
Blagescu and Lloyd 2006). This is the first deficit-
causing mechanism. In particular, scholars observe
that national parliaments play no role at all in the ini-
tiation and approval of EU legislation. Only with the
2009 Treaty of Lisbon have they gained a right to ob-
ject to EU legislative proposals if a sufficient number
of parliaments agree to raise objections. Nevertheless,
such participation is deemed too limited because the
effect of national elections on EU policy outputs via
shifts in the composition of national parliaments is
minimal. 

The lack of national parliamentary participation
would be less of a concern if democratic representa-
tion were strong at the EU level. In a multi-level polity
like the EU, input legitimacy might operate at differ-
ent levels. A number of EU scholars, however, have
argued that such electoral representation is sorely
missing due to the lack, and limited powers, of dem-
ocratically elected decision-makers at the EU level
(Hyvärinen and Raunio 2014; Follesdal and Hix
2006; Hix 2008; Zweifel 2002: 818). This is the sec-

ond mechanism at play. In principle, nothing inher-
ent to the process of economic integration precludes
the existence of a European Parliament (EP) com-
posed of directly elected EU legislators who are re-
sponsible for the initiation (at least in part), debate,
and approval of legislative proposals. This would
make the EP similar to many national parliaments.
The work of the EP could also in principle unfold in
tandem with the work of members of an executive
branch who own their position to their parties being
elected into power and have the right to initiate laws
(as happens in most of the EU member states). But
scholars observe that matters are quite different. Non-
elected officials from the Commission are the sole ini-
tiators of EU law. As to approval, the EP played a
negligible role until the Single European Act of 1987,
when the cooperation procedure granted the EP (lim-
ited) approval rights in various issue areas that have
since been further expanded. The Council itself
(which has approval rights) is composed of appointed
(by prime ministers or heads of state) ministers.
Elected officials at the EU level thus have at best a
moderate impact on the legislative activities of the
EU. Simply put, the institutional design at the re-
gional level favours a non-elected executive, rather
than democratically elected legislative or executive
branches of government. 
Throughput legitimacy, the second dimension,
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Table 1: EU democratic legitimacy deficit: Dimensions and institutional mechanisms

Dimension

Input legitimacy 
(electoral representation)

Throughput legitimacy 
(governance quality) 

Output legitimacy 
(national democratic 
self-determination )

Institutional Mechanisms

Marginalization of national parliaments in the production of EU law

Lack and limited powers of democratically elected decision-makers 
at the EU level 

Non-transparent decision-making processes (transparency)

Limited and biased opportunities for participation of interest groups in 
EU policy-making (inclusiveness and openness)

Domestic regulation confined to increasingly fewer areas

Imposition of binding and superior (to national law) EU law



refers to the quality of the governance process in re-
gard to its transparency as well as to the inclusiveness
and openness to interest intermediation. In short, it
seeks to capture ‘what goes on inside the ‘black box’
of EU governance’ (Schmidt 2013: 5). One institu-
tional mechanism of concern to EU scholars has thus
been the non-transparent nature of the decision-mak-
ing processes in the major EU bodies (Héritier 2003;
Eriksen and Fossum 2002; Lodge 1994; Zweifel
2002: 817). If a basic predicament of democracy is
the ability of citizens to understand (and therefore
have the opportunity to participate in one form or an-
other in) the production of law, the EU in the eyes of
most observers is resoundingly undemocratic. This is
because the normal process of legislative production
– with ordinary legislative acts originating from the
Commission, then requiring parallel approval by the
Parliament and Council (involving a lot of back and
forth), and finally having to go under the scrutiny of
national parliaments – is too complicated to grasp
(Voermans et al. 2014), and legislative meetings (es-
pecially when it comes to the early phases of legislative
initiation) are often kept secret or closed to the public. 

A second mechanism of concern to EU scholars
in terms of throughput has to do with the limited and
biased opportunities for participation of interest
groups in policy-making. Interest group participation
is generally central to a governing system that cannot
rely on a strong common identity or demos, and
which is characterised by the ‘absence of a fully func-
tioning recognisable democratic representative system’
(Greenwood 2007: 338). Yet, partly due to the com-
plexity of the EU policy process, the system has been
difficult to access. Diffuse interests, such as consumer
or gender equality groups, appear to have had the
greatest difficulties (Hurrelmann and DeBardeleben
2009). But even more highly organised, resourceful,
and technically knowledgeable actors have struggled
over time – though perhaps less so more recently.  

Output legitimacy, the third dimension, refers to
the ability of democratic governments to respond to
citizens’ demands and provide the desired public
goods. As Mayntz (2010: 10) puts it, this type of le-
gitimacy is ’derived from the capacity of a government
or institution to solve collective problems and to meet

the expectations of the governed citizens’. Here, ob-
servers of the EU have pointed to two mechanisms as
compromising democracy in the region. First, the
scope of EU legislation – when it comes to economic
integration and the laws that are produced with that
goal in mind  – is constantly expanding and affecting
more and more issue areas at the national level (by
some estimates it now constitutes up to 50% of all
domestic regulation). The result is that national politi-
cians and regulators in the EU member states find
themselves increasingly constrained by EU law, even
in areas supposedly shielded from EU intervention
(Genschel and Jachtenfuchs 2011). National govern-
ments – who are closest to their citizens – have in-
creasingly lost self-determination and the ability to
act, while a very distant EU bureaucratic machine has
expanded its policy footprint to a large number of
policy areas. 

Second, making matters worse, the same expansive
EU law is both binding and superior to national law
(Alter 2001: 19). This further undermines the demo-
cratic mandate of national governments. The Stability
and Growth Pact of the 1990s, subsequent reforms in
2005, and the 2012 Treaty Establishing the European
Stability Mechanism serve as good examples: together,
these measures have imposed major limits on the abil-
ity of member states to adopt labour market, social,
investment, or other policies with potentially negative
implications for balanced budgets (Scharpf 1999).3

We should note here that broader discussions
about the EU’s output legitimacy pay considerable at-
tention to the effectiveness of its policies. As interde-
pendence grows, the argument goes, national policy
solutions become less effective and, thus, the EU is
more likely to be output legitimate because it gener-
ates better policy results than would otherwise be pos-
sible. But these considerations are about a different
sort of legitimacy – one based on effectiveness rather
than democracy. Policies that originate from a distant,
bureaucratic REO with an ever expanding and intru-
sive reach can, regardless of their effectiveness, under-
mine the ability of national governments to fulfil in
democratic fashion their expected mandates (Scharpf
1999: 13; Steffek 2015). Thus there very well may be,
in fact, direct trade-offs between effectiveness and
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democracy (Dahl 1994). Hence, as Menon and
Weatherill (2008: 403) write, ‘emphasising outputs as
a source of EU legitimacy becomes increasingly prob-
lematic as its activities encroach ever more intrusively
on ever more contested realms’.  In voicing concerns
about the EU’s democratic legitimacy deficit, scholars
and others have accordingly focused on the encroach-
ment of the EU on national governments. 

Methodology for investigation:
Operationalisation of mechanisms and
levels of democratic legitimacy deficit 

Our aim is to determine whether the institutional
mechanisms argued to cause a democratic legitimacy
deficit in the EU are at work also in the most impor-
tant REOs beyond the EU. Our focus is on the
process of economic integration, which is at the root
of the discussion in the EU. Parallel or associated re-
gional initiatives in a given REO, such as those con-
cerning political or security integration, are thus
bracketed from our analysis unless explicitly tied, in
formal language, to the pursuit of economic integra-
tion. 

Table 2 shows our operationalisation of each of the
six institutional mechanisms, and identifies the related
levels of democratic legitimacy. Our reference date is
2015. In the spirit of the EU literature, we gauge vari-
ation in legitimacy on a three-point scale: low,
medium, and high. These levels do not include every
conceivable combination of mechanisms given our
operationalisation scheme. Rather, we identified, for
each mechanism, combinations that seem possible in
theory and in practice given the mechanism in ques-
tion. For example, our operationalisation of the out-
put legitimacy item ‘intrusiveness of REO law’ defines
the medium category as secondary law being binding
but not superior to national law. The other theoretical
possibility – secondary law being superior but not
binding – is illogical and empirically does not occur.
In general, we pursued operationalisation of the
mechanisms in the spirit and practice of research on
the EU. 

As noted, input legitimacy captures the extent to

which regional decision-makers are electorally ac-
countable to citizens, a legitimacy dimension that is
undermined by the marginalisation of national par-
liaments and insufficient electoral representation at
the supranational level. Following EU scholars, we
operationalise the former mechanism by assessing,
first, the role of national parliaments in the initiation
(e.g., formal submission of proposals) and approval
(e.g., ratification) of EU law (Winzen 2010; Raunio
2009). We consider, second, an underlying antecedent
condition: whether national parliaments are, to begin
with, composed of democratically elected officials.
While this is unproblematic in the EU context given
that democracy is a requirement of membership, it
cannot be taken for granted in other REOs. This dual
operationalisation generates three levels of democratic
legitimacy in REOs. Democratic legitimacy is high
when the majority of national parliamentarians (NPs)
are elected officials with extensive initiation and/or
approval rights. Legitimacy is low when the majority
of NPs are appointed, independent of their compe-
tences in REO decision-making, or, if the majority of
NPs are elected, but they lack both initiation and ap-
proval rights. An intermediate category contains cases
where the majority of NPs are elected but enjoy only
selected initiation or approval powers (they can initi-
ate or are asked for approval only in some policy areas
or types of secondary legislation). 

Again following research on the EU, we opera-
tionalise the insufficient presence of democratically
elected officials at the REO level – the second deficit-
causing mechanism in input legitimacy – by assessing
both the composition of bodies and their role in the
legislative process (see Rittberger 2012). Specifically,
we evaluate whether there are any elected officials in
REO legislative bodies and, if they are present, deter-
mine their role, including whether they can initiate,
approve or, in weaker fashion, need to be consulted
on laws. We speak of low democratic legitimacy when
officials in REO legislative bodies are appointed and
no elected official has initiation or approval rights;
and of high legitimacy when there is a significant pres-
ence of elected officials at the REO level (typically
forming regional parliaments or a similar entity) with
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Dimension

Input 
legitimacy 

Throughput
legitimacy

Output 
Legitimacy

Operationalization of Institutional Mechanisms

Status of national parliaments:
• Composition of national parliaments: elected vs.

government-appointed
• Role of national parliaments regarding initiation and

approval of EU legislation 

Democratic representation at international level:
• Composition of key decision making bodies at bloc

level: elected vs. appointed officials
• Role of elected decision-makers over legislative

production: consultation, initiation, approval

Transparency of decision-making:
• Publicness of meetings
• Number of REO institutional actors involved

(initiative, approve, or consult) in decision making
processes

Inclusiveness and openness of policy process:
• Composition of private interest groups (business and

labor): self-selected vs. appointed by governments
• Strength of private interest participation: degree of

codification

Scope of supranational legislation:
• Number of issue areas affected by REO law

Intrusiveness of REO law:
• Agreements or case law establishing bindingness and

superiority of supranational law

Possible Levels of Democratic Legitimacy 

• Low: The majority of NPs are government-appointed 
or, if elected, NPs lack initiation and approval rights

• Medium: The majority of NPs are elected and they
have limited initiation and/or approval rights

• High: The majority of NPs are elected, and they have
extensive initiation and/or approval rights 

• Low: REO officials in key legislative bodies are 
apointed and no elected official has initiation or
approval powers 

• Medium: Significant presence of elected officials at
REO level (regional parliaments or analogous body)
with consultative or co-initiation or co-approval role;
or a limited (minority) number of elected officials in
key bodies but with primary role in either initiation
or approval

• High: Significant presence of elected officials
(regional parliament or analogous body) with primary
role in both initiation and approval

• Low: Agendas and minutes for meetings are secretive 
(not public)

• Medium: Agendas and minutes for meetings are
generally public, but high number of institutional
actors (more than 2)

• Low: Agendas and minutes for meetings are public, 
and low number of institutional actors (2 or fewer in
each case) 

• Low: Business and labor groups are overwhelmingly 
appointed by governments, independent of whether
access is codified; or no codified access for either
group, regardless of its composition

• Medium: Business and labor groups are self-selected,
but only one group has codified access to decision-
making

• High: Business and labor groups are self-selected, and
both have codified access to decision-making

• Low: Legislative activity covers over 9 or more issue 
areas

• Medium: Legislative activity covers 5 to 8 issue areas
• High: Legislative activity covers 4 or fewer issue areas

• Low: REO laws are both binding and superior 
• Medium: REO laws are binding but not superior 
• High: REO laws are neither binding nor superior

Table 2: Operationalization of institutional mechanisms and levels of democratic legitimacy



a primary role in both legislative initiation and ap-
proval. Medium cases are those where there is a sig-
nificant presence of elected officials at the REO level
with limited powers (consultative, co-initiation, or co-
approval) or a small presence of those officials in REO
legislative bodies (i.e., those officials are a minority
among non-elected officials in those bodies) but with
a primary role in both initiation and approval. 
Throughput legitimacy concerns the democratic

quality of the governance process, requiring transpar-
ent decision-making and balanced opportunities for
interest group participation in policy-making. Follow-
ing EU scholars (Cook 2014), we operationalise the
transparency mechanism in two way: first, whether
agendas and minutes for meetings central to the leg-
islative process, i.e. those that relate to the initiation
or approval of laws, are publicly accessible, that is,
available online or easily accessible as printed materi-
als; second, we assess the number of institutional ac-
tors involved in REO decision-making, i.e. those that
have initiation, approval, or consultative rights. Low
legitimacy occurs when meeting agendas and minutes
are seldom, if ever, public, independent of the number
of actors involved. High legitimacy is characterised by
routine publicness of meeting agendas and minutes,
and when two or fewer institutional actors are in-
volved in the process. Our cut-off point is two because
EU scholars and observers base their criticism on the
fact that the EU does not mirror national legislative
processes where parliaments, with the collaboration
of government officials (i.e., the executive branch),
are the key legislative actors. Those critics have ex-
pressed confusion at the involvement of the Commis-
sion, Council of Ministers, and Parliament. Medium
legitimacy cases are characterised by publicness but
also as involving more than two institutional actors. 

We operationalise the second mechanism – the in-
clusiveness and openness of the policy process – in
terms of the composition of and opportunities for
participation of the two main sets of private interest
groups in economic integration: business and labour
(see Blagescu and Lloyd 2006: 220). In some organi-
sations, such actors are overwhelmingly appointed by
governments rather than the groups’ own constituents
– something that seriously undermines their inde-

pendence and therefore damages democratic legiti-
macy. In other REOs, interest groups select their
members themselves. We code interest groups as
being able to participate in policy-making when they
have formal consultative competences – that is, when
they enjoy a codified right to access key REO deci-
sion-making organs to present recommendations. Ab-
sent formal access, they are at the ‘mercy’ of
governments, rendering inclusive and open policy-
making largely impossible. Three democratic legiti-
macy levels can be discerned. Low legitimacy occurs
when the groups’ members are appointed by the
REOs. It may also be defined by the lack of codified
access, regardless of how group members are selected.
High legitimacy is instead found in REOs where both
business and labour have self-selected representatives
who have codified access to decision-making processes
in REOs. Medium cases happen by contrast when
groups are self-selected but only one (for instance
business) group has access to the process. We recog-
nise that some scholars of the EU also consider as im-
portant the participation of other interest groups –
such as environmentalists and consumer organisations
(Greenwood 2003) – but limited our analysis, for
practical purposes, to the two groups most commonly
analysed. 
Output legitimacy refers to the ability of demo-

cratic governments to provide public goods in line
with the expectations of their citizens. Of concern to
EU observers have been the growing scope of supra-
national legislation and its intrusiveness into the do-
mestic legislative space. Scope can be operationalised
as the number of issue areas (trade, environment,
health, etc.) affected by REO law. Here, we draw on
a measure developed by Lenz et al. (2014), who gauge
the policy breadth of international organisations (in-
cluding the EU) in light of 26 issue areas. We adapted
the list to account for the fact that we are interested
in economic integration only (see Appendix 2 for the
list). Thus only areas formally tied to the process of
economic integration (either because they are substan-
tively economic in nature or because officials explicitly
justify their legislative activity there as advancing the
objectives of economic integration) were counted.
Each policy area represents a potentially significant
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realm of legislative activity for any nation state. We
therefore determined that REOs with a policy breadth
of 1-4 fall in the high legitimacy category, those with
5-8 policies fall in the medium category, and organi-
sations with more than 8 policies fall in the low cate-
gory. Following the writing on EU law (Alter 2001),
we operationalise the second institutional mechanism,
intrusiveness, by measuring the presence or absence
of agreements or case law establishing the binding na-
ture of REO law and its superiority over national law.
Where REO law is neither binding nor superior to
national law, governments face few constraints on en-
acting national legislation that is in the public interest.
Binding and superior laws therefore generate low lev-
els of legitimacy. REOs with laws that are neither
binding nor superior enjoy higher legitimacy. In-
stances where REO law is binding but not superior
constitute the medium category. REO law cannot be
superior without being binding: we therefore do not
consider this combination as a possibility. 

To assess each REO in light of the above opera-
tionalisation scheme, we embarked on a close reading
of all relevant supranational treaties, official docu-
ments, and policies as well as national constitutions
of member states. To supplement that information,
we also consulted secondary sources, all of which are
listed in Table 3 below. 

Evidence and discussion

In this section, we present and discuss the compara-
tive evidence on levels of democratic legitimacy in
REOs around the world. To reiterate, we assessed
whether the six institutional mechanisms purportedly
affecting democratic legitimacy in the EU negatively
are also having the same effect elsewhere. Our analysis
is not a comprehensive evaluation of whether those
REOs are democratic or not. Table 3 below sum-
marises our findings; we include the EU for reference
purposes.

The first notable result is that all REOs suffer from
low levels of legitimacy, at least on some dimensions
of legitimacy. Not a single REO scores high on all, or
almost all, six institutional mechanisms; at most, we
see organisations with high scores on two mecha-

nisms. All but one organisation have substantial weak-
nesses in their democratic legitimacy in each of the
three dimensions – input, throughput, and output –
, scoring at least one ‘medium’ on the two mecha-
nisms in each dimension; the sole exception is EFTA
on throughput. Even though the six mechanisms may
not comprehensively capture democratic legitimacy,
and even if one questions (as some scholars do, as we
noted at the outset) whether REOs should be held to
these (or other) democratic standards, these results do
suggest that REOs lack democratic legitimacy to a
substantial degree. 

The main reason is, in our view, that these REOs
have started to depart from the ‘classical’ model of in-
tergovernmental cooperation towards varying degrees
of supranationalism, without re-establishing sufficient
democratic oversight at the regional level (see Zürn
2000). The democratic legitimacy of intergovernmen-
tal organisations was traditionally secured by resting
on classical international law: decisions were taken by
consensus among directly elected Heads of State, had
to be ratified by elected national parliaments, and
their implementation was left to the discretion of na-
tional governments – something that allowed all those
actors to retain the freedom to advance the public in-
terest in a democratic fashion. Many of the REOs in
this analysis, however, depart from this model in three
main ways: (1) decisions are taken not by directly
elected but appointed state representatives, (2) deci-
sions do not require national parliamentary ratifica-
tion, and (3) decisions are formally binding on
member states once adopted and sometimes even su-
perior to national law. In such a changing context of
regional governance where ongoing decision-making
processes are removed from the traditional oversight
of national policymakers and interest groups, REOs
lack, or face serious limitations when it comes to, the
institutional mechanisms that promote democratic
governance. 

NAFTA, we should note, marks an exception. It
rests largely on classical international law. Yet even this
treaty is formally binding, thereby constraining do-
mestic legislative freedom. Moreover, even REOs rest-
ing on closed contracts might suffer from a
democratic legitimacy deficit defined in different
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CAN

Mercosur

National 
Parliaments
(NPs)’ 
Composition and
Role in Law 
Production

High: Legislators 
elected in all four
member states;
national legislators
can initiate
legislation
(through their
presence in CAN
Parliament) but
NPs have no
approval rights.2

Low: Legislators 
elected in all five
member states
(with Venezuela in
practice not
democratic); but
NPs have no
initiation or
approval rights.

Democratically
elected REO 
decision-makers

Low: Officials are 
appointed to
lawmaking bodies
(Ministerial
Council and
Commission);
elected officials in
CAN Parliament
have no initiation
or approval
powers.  

Low: Officials are
appointed to
lawmaking bodies
(Common Market
Group, Common
Market Council,
Trade
Commission);
elected officials in
Mercosur
Parliament have
no initiation or
approval powers.  

Transparency

Medium: Minutes
of the meetings
are generally
public3 but 3
institutional actors
involved
(Ministerial
Council and
Commission,4

with CAN
Parliament having
consultative
powers).5

Medium: the 
minutes of the
meetings are
generally public7

but there are 3+
institutional
decision making
organs (Council of
the Common
Market8,
Common Market
Group9, Trade
Commission10).
Mercosur
Parliament with
mostly advisory
functions.

Private interest
participation

High: Business 
and Labour
Advisory Councils
composed of self-
selected officials
have codified
access. 

High: Both labor 
and business self-
selected
representatives
have codified
access (Economic
and Social
Consultative
Forum).

Scope of REO
laws1

Low: 15 issue 
areas ranging from
energy, to welfare,
to telecoms.

Low: 14 issue 
areas ranging from
education, to
migration, and to
environment.

Intrusiveness of
REO Law

Low: Legislation 
is binding and
(through the CAN
Court of Justice)
superior.6

Medium:
Legislation is
binding,11 but
superiority varies
by country (not
superior in Brazil
and Uruguay;
superior in
Argentina and
Paraguay, where
international
treaties and the
‘community law’
are above national
law ).12

Table 3: Levels of democratic legitimacy in 10 REOs

Input Legitimacy Throughput Legitimacy Output Legitimacy

1 See Appendix 2 for the coding of issue areas covered by REO laws.
2 Protocol Adicional al Tratado Constitutive Del Parlamento Andino.
3 See:
http://www.comunidadandina.org/Documentos.aspx?GruDoc=RR&Am
bito=1. 
4 Cartagena Agreement.
5 Treaty of La Paz.
6 Alter and Helfer (2010: 565).
7 See:
http://gd.mercosur.int/SAM/GestDoc/pubweb.nsf/EstructuraInstituciona
lMercosur.htm. 

8 Treaty of Asuncion.
9 Protocol of Ouro Preto.
10 Protocol of Ouro Preto (proposes new trade and customs regulations to
the Common Market Group).
11 Protocol of Ouro Preto, article 9.
12 Pont, Mariana Luna (2011) and Rowat et al. (1997: 17).
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Table 3: Levels of democratic legitimacy in 10 REOs

NAFTA

EFTA 
(including
EEA)

N/A: NAFTA is a
closed contract.

Medium:
Legislators elected
in all four
member states;
NPs have limited
approval rights
vis-a-vis  decisions
(decisions
incorporate EU
law; the apply to
all member states
except
Switzerland).15

National 
Parliaments
(NPs)’ 
Composition and
Role in Law 
Production

Democratically
elected REO 
decision-makers

N/A: NAFTA is a
closed contract.

Low: Officials are
appointed to law-
making body
(EFTA Council);
EFTA
Parliamentary
Committee has no
initiation or
approval powers  

Transparency

N/A: NAFTA is a
closed contract.

High: the minutes
and agendas of the
meetings are
generally public;16

2 institutional
actors (EFTA
Council, with
EFTA
Parliamentary
Committee with
advisory role
only).17

Private interest
participation

N/A: NAFTA is a
closed contract.
[Note: Low deficit
for initial treaty:
both business and
unions had
codified access to
negotiations13]

High: Both labor 
and business self-
selected
representatives
have codified
access
(Consultative
Committee).

Scope of REO
laws1

N/A: NAFTA is a
closed contract.
[Note: Low for
initial treaty, since
the focus was on
trade only.

Low: Partly 
because of EEA,
13 issue areas
covered ranging
from fisheries to
industrial policy
to research.

Intrusiveness of
REO Law

N/A: NAFTA is a
closed contract.
[Note: NAFTA
Treaty itself, once
ratified, became
binding; its
content is superior
in some of the
member states].14

Medium:
Decisions formally
binding, but
superiority partial
and varies by
country.18

Input Legitimacy Throughput Legitimacy Output Legitimacy

13 Cameron and Tomlin (2002). 
14 Warleigh-Lack (2010: 49).
15 Bull (2014).
16 See: http://register.efta.int/ (per Decision of the EFTA Council No. 6
of 2007). 
17 Vaduz Convention Agreement.
18 Bull (2014).
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COMESA

SADC

Low: Legislators 
not elected in
every NPs; NPs
have no initiation
or approval rights.

Low: Legislators 
not elected in
every NPs; NPs
have no initiation
or approval rights

National 
Parliaments
(NPs)’ 
Composition and
Role in Law 
Production

Democratically
elected REO 
decision-makers

Medium: Some 
elected officials
(depending on
member states’
democratic
profile) present in
key lawmaking
body (Authority),
with appointed
officials in organs
with initiation
rights (Council of
Ministers and
relevant
committees)

Medium: Some 
elected officials
(depending on
member states’
democratic
profile) present in
key law-making
body (Summit),
with appointed
officials in organs
with initiation
rights (Council of
Ministers); elected
officials in SADC
Parliamentary
Forum but with
no initiation or
approval powers

Transparency

High: agendas 
and minutes for
decision-making
bodies are partially
public;19 there are
2 main
institutional actors
(the Authority, the
Council of
Ministers)20

Low: Minutes and
agendas are
secretive;24 3
institutional actors
(Summit, the
Council of
Ministers,25 with
SADC
Parliamentary
Forum with
consultative role26)

Private interest
participation

Medium: Business
with self-selected
(elected)
representatives
(COMESA
Business Council)
with codified
access (and right
to recommend
legislation);21

labor without
codified access.

High: Self-
selected
representatives
(SADC National
Committees) from
various interest
groups with
codified access.27

Scope of REO
laws1

Low: 15 issue 
areas ranging from
regional policy to
transport to data
collection.

Low: 13 issue 
areas ranging from
currency to
environment to
welfare. 

Intrusiveness of
REO Law

Low: Secondary 
law is binding
and (through the
COMESA Court
of Justice)
superior23 to
national laws.

Medium: SADC 
law is binding
when ratified, but
not superior.28

Input Legitimacy Throughput Legitimacy Output Legitimacy

Table 3: Levels of democratic legitimacy in 10 REOs

19 See the limited documents available on
http://www.comesa.int/summit2015/documents/  and
http://www.comesa.int/summit2015/council-decisions/. 
20 See: http://www.comesa.int/summit2015/about-us/. 
21 See:
http://www.comesabusinesscouncil.org/attachments/article/3/110527_C
BC%20Constitution.pdf. 
22 As stated in
http://about.comesa.int/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&i
d=83&Itemid=133.  See in particular Polytol v Mauritius (August 2013)
where the COMESA Court of Justice confirmed the binding nature of
COMESA law regardless of domestic processes of incorporation. 
23 As stated in

http://about.comesa.int/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&i
d=83&Itemid=133. See also Drexl et al. (2012: 219). 
24 See depository on SADC’s website: http://www.sadc.int/news-
events/speeches-communiques/. 
25 SADC Treaty.
26 See the Constitution of the SADC Parliamentary Forum:
http://www.sadcpf.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id
=73&Itemid=118. 
27 SADC Treaty, article 16A.13.
28 Chisadza (2014: 78); Ebobrah and Nkhata (2010).
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EAC

ASEAN’s 
AFTA &
Associated
Agreements

Low: Legislators 
not elected in
every NPs; NPs
have no initiation
or approval rights.

Medium:
Majority of NPs
are elected; NPs,
depending on
country and
nature of
agreement, have
initiation rights.31

National 
Parliaments
(NPs)’ 
Composition and
Role in Law 
Production

Democratically
elected REO 
decision-makers

Medium: Partly-
elected officials
(Summit) and
appointed officials
(Council) adopt
decisions; non-
elected officials
initiate decisions
(Council and
Secretariat); 
Non-elected
officials (Summit)
and partly elected
officials (in
Legislative
Assembly,) adopt
bills and acts, with
partly elected
officials
(Legislative
Assembly) able to
initiate laws. 

Medium: Partly-
elected officials
(Summit) and
appointed officials
(Free Trade Area
Council and other
councils
depending on
area) initiate
proposals; non-
elected officials
(Free Trade Area
Council and other
councils) approve
laws.
Inter-
Parliamentary
Assembly with
partly elected
officials  with
consultative and
selective initiation
powers.

Transparency

Low: agendas and 
minutes are
secretive; 4
institutional actors
(the Summit, the
Secretariat, the
Council of
Ministers,29 and
the Legislative
Assembly).

Medium:
Meetings are
summarized as
press releases and
are accessible
online;32 but
multiple organs
involved (Free
Trade Council and
other councils
depending on
area, Summit, and
Inter-
Parliamentary
Assembly). 

Private interest
participation

Low : Self-selected
representatives
(East African
Trade Union
Council and East
African Business
Council) without
codified access.

Low: Business and
other associations
(but not labor) of
mostly appointed
representatives
without codified
access.33

Scope of REO
laws1

Low: 12 issue 
areas ranging from
agriculture to
energy to
transportation.

Low: 12 issue 
areas ranging from
energy to
transportation to
telecoms

Intrusiveness of
REO Law

Low: Both 
decisions and bills
and acts are both
binding and
superior to
national law.30

Medium: All 
decisions taken in
ASEAN are
binding on
member states,
but ASEAN law is
not superior to
national law.34

Input Legitimacy Throughput Legitimacy Output Legitimacy

Table 3: Levels of democratic legitimacy in 10 REOs

29 East African Community (2012); Treaty for the
Establishment of the East African Community.
30 EAC Treaty, articles 8(4) and 16; Thorp (2010: 30);
Oppong (2011: 47).
31 See: http://agreement.asean.org/search/by_pillar/2html. 
32 See: http://www.asean.org/communities/asean-economic-
community/category/press-releases-5.
33 See Rüland (2014).
34 See Piris and Woon (2015: 115-116). 
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SAFTA

EU

Low: Majority of 
NPs are elected;
but NPs have no
initiation or
approval rights. 

High: All NPs are 
elected and have
approval rights.

National 
Parliaments
(NPs)’ 
Composition and
Role in Law 
Production

Democratically
elected REO 
decision-makers

Low: Appointed
officials
(Ministerial
Council) initiate
and approve
decisions.

Medium: 
European
Parliament
composed of
elected officials
with approval
rights.

Transparency

Low: Agendas and
minutes are
secretive;35 one
institutional actor
(Ministerial
Council).36

Medium: Agendas
and minutes are
available online;
but there are 3
institutional actors
in the co-decision
procedure
(European
commission,
European
parliament, and
Council of
Ministers).38

Private interest
participation

Low: No 
representative
groups interfacing
with process of
economic
integration. 

High: Business 
and labor, with
self-appointed
representatives,
have codified
access. 

Scope of REO
laws1

Medium: 8 issue 
areas ranging from
data collection to
transportation to
industrial policy. 

Low: 18 issue 
areas from trade to
environment to
health. 

Intrusiveness of
REO Law

Medium: All 
decisions taken in
SAFTA are
binding (with
some exceptions37)
on member states,
but no indication
that SAFTA laws
are superior to
national law.

Low: EU laws are 
both binding and
superior to
national law. 

Input Legitimacy Throughput Legitimacy Output Legitimacy

Table 3: Levels of democratic legitimacy in 10 REOs

35 See: http://saarc-sec.org/areaofcooperation/detail.php?activity_id=5.
36 SAFTA Agreement, Art. 10.
37 Article 14 of SAFTA.
38 See Regulation No. 1049/2001 requiring legislative documents’
availability. 



terms: arguments could be made about the treaty ne-
gotiations themselves, its dispute resolution mecha-
nisms, and, the consequences of the agreement on
peoples’ lives – as has been done for NAFTA’s Chapter
11 and its investments clauses (Liptak 2004). 

Beyond this overarching finding, our evidence
shows considerable variation across legitimacy dimen-
sions and across REOs. Let us consider legitimacy di-
mensions first. Maybe most worryingly, input
legitimacy seems quite compromised: national parlia-
ments are marginalized and there is insufficient dem-
ocratic representation at the regional level. In some
REOs (COMESA, SADC, and EAC), the majority
of national parliaments are not elected and cannot,
therefore, be vehicles for democratic representation.
More generally, in most REOs national parliaments
play no role in regional legislative processes. CAN,
EFTA, and AFTA are partial exceptions: in each case,
national parliamentarians have some initiation or ap-
proval rights. In parallel, when it comes to REO bod-
ies, only in a few REOs do elected officials play a
meaningful – even if partial – role in legislative
processes. We also note that in several REOs there
seems to be some balancing between national parlia-
ments and elected officials in REOs: when the former
play a role in REO legislative processes, the latter
enjoy no real rights (CAN and EFTA); when, on the
other hand, national parliaments play no role, elected
officials at the REO level appear to have more legisla-
tive rights (COMESA, SADC, EAC). 

Concerning throughput legitimacy, the picture is
more mixed. While in most REOs legislative processes
are not transparent, interest group representation in
many REOs is fairly inclusive. In terms of trans-
parency, three REOs (SADC, EAC, and SAFTA) suf-
fer both from information secrecy and the
involvement of multiple REO bodies. Three more
REOs (CAN, AFTA, and Mercosur) have relatively
open information but again have a high number of
REO organs involved. Only EFTA and COMESA are
transparent. When it comes to business and labour
representation, however, the picture improves. In four
REOs (CAN, Mercosur, EFTA, and SADC), business
and labour groups are composed of self-appointed
members who, in turn, have codified access to REO

legislative processes. In COMESA, membership is
also self-appointed; here, however, only business has
codified access. Only three REOs (SAFTA, AFTA,
and EAC) perform poorly. We recognise that these re-
sults might need revisiting if additional interest
groups (environmentalists, for instance) are included.
The overall higher level of democratic legitimacy in
throughput compared to input is not too surprising
insofar as the institutional prerequisites for through-
put legitimacy (at least as defined in this investigation)
are easier to achieve. 

In the case of output legitimacy, as with input, the
evidence points to overall low levels of democratic le-
gitimacy, though again we recognise that the focus of
the analysis was on institutional measures and not,
say, on the quality of output per se. With regards to
breadth, REO law typically affects a high number of
domestic policy areas. Indeed, in all REOs law affects
between 12 and 15 issue areas – a remarkable point
of similarity. The exception is SAFTA, where only 8
issue areas are impacted. Overall, REO law reaches
into areas as diverse as fisheries, telecoms, social wel-
fare, the environment, and, of course, trade. When it
comes to intrusiveness, those laws are binding in every
REO but not superior to national law in every case.
Specifically, in three cases (AFTA, SADC, and EFTA)
REO law is not considered superior to national law.
In Mercosur and EFTA, the superiority of law varies
by country. And in three REOs regional law is explic-
itly established as superior to national law: in
COMESA and CAN this was established through the
court system, while in EAC it is stated in primary leg-
islation (and is recognised as such by legal scholars).
The situation may change with time, of course: supe-
riority may be asserted through the court system in
most REOs. For the moment, however, one of the
primary objections raised against EU law – that it is
undemocratic because it supersedes democratically
and domestically produced national laws – applies
only to some of the REOs examined. Nevertheless, if
we consider the combination of breadth and intru-
siveness (which includes bindingness and superiority),
the output dimension is overall compromised from a
democratic legitimacy perspective, indicating that
REO law formally constrains domestic legislative 
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activity to a considerable extent. 
Several caveats about the above observations are in

order. Our analysis does not differentiate, in terms of
importance for democratic legitimacy, the mecha-
nisms from each other. Is superiority to national law
equally detrimental to democracy as breadth of REO
law? Is the public availability of information as im-
portant as a legislative process that relies on two or
fewer organs (so as to resemble national processes)?
We did not ‘weigh’, in other words, the democratic
importance of each mechanism. This would require
considerable discussion and analysis – something that
is beyond the remit of this paper but should certainly
inform future research. It is also quite possible that
there exist implicit trade-offs between mechanisms.
For instance, REO officials may compensate for lim-
ited participation by national parliaments by empow-
ering REO-level elected officials with legislative rights,
though some scholars might object to the notion that
sound throughput can ‘compensate’ for weak input
(e.g. Schmidt 2013). Weakness in one area, in other
words, might be a catalyst for improvement in an-
other. Scoring positively on all dimensions might
therefore be impossible and perhaps not necessary for
the advancement of democracy. If so, our overall as-
sessment of democratic legitimacy levels in any given
REO might need additional calibration. Third, as
noted earlier, there certainly exist additional possible
elements of democratic legitimacy that we have not
considered, given our focus on the six mechanisms
purportedly causing a deficit in the EU context.

With the above in mind, we proceed to consider
differences across REOs. Judged purely in terms of in-
stitutional mechanisms that are compromised, EAC
and SAFTA are the least democratically legitimate. In
all but one mechanism, EAC received ‘low’ legitimacy
ratings. SAFTA has four mechanisms with ‘low’ legit-
imacy ratings (with only output receiving medium
scores). No mechanism in either REO was rated as
‘high’. These two REOs stand out as certainly suffer-
ing from a democratic legitimacy deficit. At the other
end of the spectrum, EFTA and CAN have the high-
est levels of legitimacy. EFTA only has two mecha-
nisms rated as ‘low’. The rest were ‘high (both
throughput mechanisms) and ‘medium’ (one for

input and one for output). CAN has three mecha-
nisms rated as ‘low, but also two as ‘high (with
throughput having the least deficit). In both REOs,
throughput in particular seems to benefit from sound
democratic processes. The remaining REOs can be
considered in the middle range. Mercosur, COMESA,
and SADC have three mechanisms rated as ‘low’ and
one as ‘high’ – with input and output showing the
greatest deficit. AFTA only has two mechanisms rated
as ‘low and none as ‘high– with input in this case
being the area with the least deficit, and throughput
legitimacy showing more deficiencies (see Rüland
2014). There seems to be considerable heterogeneity,
then, in this group. Overall, the analysis suggests that
the most important REOs in the world generally suf-
fer from a deficit of input legitimacy. Democratic le-
gitimacy fares a little better when it comes to
throughput and output, the latter largely because
REO law is only rarely superior to national law, as in
the EU case. The concerns expressed over time for the
EU, then, apply to a good extent to other REOs. 

Given the above, how does the EU itself fare in
comparative perspective? The somewhat counter-in-
tuitive finding is this: not so bad after all. This tailors
with other recent studies that compare the EU not to
other REOs but to model democratic nations (Zweifel
2002). Comparing the EU to the average legitimacy
levels of the other REOs across mechanisms, the EU
often fares better and generally does not fare worse.
No other REO performs better than the EU in terms
of input legitimacy. After the Treaty of Lisbon, na-
tional parliaments, all of which are elected, assumed
an important role in policy-making, and the EU 
continues to be the only REO in our sample that fea-
tures a directly elected supranational parliament with
extensive legislative functions. While there is room for
improvement, in particular regarding the electoral ac-
countability of the European Commission (see Folles-
dahl and Hix 2006), electoral representation in the
EU tends to be much better than elsewhere. Regard-
ing throughput, the EU also fares better than most
other REOs. With the exception of EFTA, no other
REO features a more democratically legitimate gov-
ernance process than the EU, even though some
REOs are similar in terms of quality according to our
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criteria (COMESA, Mercosur, CAN). Again, despite
room for improvement that pertains specifically to the
transparency of the policy process. We should note,
however, that the EU has improved on many of these
issues only recently. National parliaments, for in-
stance, gained some real clout with the Treaty of Lis-
bon of 2007. The same can be said of the role of
elected officials at the REO level, where the European
Parliament has gradually gained a co-legislative role
equal to the Council only over time.

The most problematic dimension in the EU is
output. Even though output legitimacy is the most
problematic dimension in most REOs, the EU ap-
pears to fare particularly poorly in comparative terms.
Its policy scope, as it relates to economic integration,
is by far the broadest (18 issue areas) and the superi-
ority of EU law is generally more firmly established
than elsewhere. Its laws appear to be, by far, the most
intrusive when compared to other REOs. If input and
throughput legitimacy have partially improved, the
EU continues to face challenges in terms of its ulti-
mate interface with society and the public (we are
again agnostic here when it comes to the quality of
that output, and reserve that consideration for further
studies). There are possible connections, of course, be-
tween the first two dimensions and output: improve-
ments in input and throughput (such as awareness
that the European Parliament can, in fact, stop EU
legislation) could perhaps make output more widely
democratically acceptable. But the EU continues to
face important challenges in democratic output legit-
imacy – ones that in our view merit more scholarly
(and public) attention than they have hitherto re-
ceived. Moreover, it is in the output dimension that
the specific standard of democratic legitimacy, as op-
posed to legitimacy more broadly conceived, leads to
the most counter-intuitive comparative finding: even
though extant research shows that the EU ‘is by far
the best-performing’ among REOs (Gray and Slapin
2012: 325), this does not coincide with an assessment
of output from a democratic legitimacy perspective.
In fact, some of the institutional features that are
likely to contribute to the good performance record,
such as binding and superior supranational law, un-
dermine its democratic output legitimacy, as we op-

erationalise it.  
Our overall findings raise the question why the

EU has tended to face stiffer criticism for its lack of
democratic legitimacy than other REOs. At least two
reasons appear relevant. The first reason is consequen-
tialist. Given the EU’s greater intrusiveness into the
daily life of citizens, as expressed in low legitimacy lev-
els in the output dimension, the question of its dem-
ocratic legitimacy is simply more salient, and therefore
more widely voiced. The second reason is substantive.
Given that, unlike in any of the other REOs consid-
ered in our analysis, democracy is a prerequisite for
membership, the EU is held to higher standards of
democratic legitimacy than are other REOs. In organ-
isations largely composed of authoritarian countries,
it would be surprising if vocal criticism of a demo-
cratic legitimacy deficit of the organisation were voiced.  

Agenda for future research

This analysis is only a first step towards a more sys-
tematic understanding of the democratic legitimacy
of REOs. In particular, it raises three intriguing ques-
tions that underpin a promising agenda for future re-
search. We discuss these questions and potential initial
answers in the remainder of this paper. 

First, our findings, in line with the EU’s own ex-
perience, invite us to think about democratic legiti-
macy deficits not as a static condition, but one that
might change over time. Have these organisations ex-
hibited low levels of legitimacy from the beginning,
or have they evolved over time? We know that many
REOs, including most of the ones considered in our
analysis, are institutionally dynamic entities (Lenz et
al. 2014). Judged by the institutional mechanisms we
identify, many changes in organisations can be ex-
pected to affect democratic legitimacy levels. Enhanc-
ing the participation of organized interest groups or
creating a supranational parliamentary body, for ex-
ample, tends to improve democratic legitimacy,
whereas expanding the number of non-elected bodies
in legislative production or extending the organisa-
tion’s remit into new policy areas tend to decrease it.
Which of these dynamics, if any, dominate? Do we
observe legitimacy cycles, where, somewhat akin to the
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EU trajectory, institutional changes that are supposed
to improve the efficiency of cooperation compromise
legitimacy, which policy-makers subsequently seek to
mitigate through further institutional reform? Or, in-
stead, do we witness largely unidirectional trajectories,
either because policy-makers care little about demo-
cratic legitimacy or because they eventually become
concerned about growing legitimacy deficits and seek
to address them? Future research might therefore seek
to identify distinct types of deficit trajectories and cy-
cles. In so doing, it could also discern how the effi-
ciency- and the legitimacy-oriented logics of
institutional change vary across time and contexts. 

A second line for future research could focus on the
relationship between levels of democratic legitimacy
deficit as diagnosed by the application of normative
institutional standards (as we did in this paper) and
deficits as perceived by policy-makers and/or citizens
themselves. The literature conventionally draws a dis-
tinction between an objective, or normative, under-
standing of democratic legitimacy, and a subjective, or
sociological, one that centres on actual perceptions. Is
there a systematic relationship between these two di-
mensions? Research on the European Parliament and
the politicisation literature would answer this question
in the affirmative. This literature stipulates a mecha-
nism – politicisation – that connects an objective, in-
stitutionally oriented understanding of legitimacy with
a subjective one that triggers political action. It could
therefore also offer plausible hypotheses on the evolu-
tion of legitimacy deficits over time. But recent em-
pirical research on EU and REO perceptions might
suggest otherwise. It shows that such sociological un-
derstandings are largely unrelated to objective institu-
tional conditions in the REO itself, and tend to hinge
on individual level factors, such as economic and
ideational perceptions or trust in domestic political ac-
tors (Schlipphak 2015). 

A third set of questions thus concerns the drivers
of democratic legitimacy levels. We could pose this as
a question: why are there differences in levels of legit-
imacy across dimensions and across REOs, as we have
seen in this article? We put forth here three plausible
hypotheses. We do so by drawing on the EU and the
wider International Relations literature. We turn first

to the nature of the domestic political systems of mem-
ber states. It seems reasonable to assume that demo-
cratic member states are more concerned with
advancing the principles of democracy in their inter-
national endeavours than non-democratic ones (and
that non-democratic states have little interest in ad-
vancing democratic principles at the international
level). The former group of member states has accord-
ingly taken institutional steps to improve democratic
legitimacy in their respective REOs, while the latter
has been more hesitant.  

At the same time, the nature of the REO itself
might play a role. As REOs move important domestic
functions towards the regional level –i.e., they increase
the level of supranationalism by delegating and pool-
ing sovereignty – public demand for democratic con-
trol has the potential to grow. Politicisation can then
occur. This can lead to legitimacy-promoting institu-
tional change (Zürn 2012; Schimmelfennig and Rit-
tberger 2006). Officials, in other words, can take steps
to mitigate democratic legitimacy deficits in response
to public concerns about the design of REOs. This ap-
pears to have happened in the EU (Duina 2015; Rit-
tberger 2012; Schimmelfennig 2000). And,
importantly, it may happen more in one dimension of
legitimacy than in another (input, for instance, rather
than output).  Thus, we can posit that increasing
supranationalisation can lead to initial increases in
democratic legitimacy deficits and, later, to selective
steps toward the reduction of those deficits. This might
explain some of the differences in legitimacy levels we
observes across REOs, and, possibly, across dimensions
of legitimacy.

A third factor may be the diffusion of democratic
principles, and related institutional solutions, from
democratic to non-democratic REOs. We know that
REOs are ‘inter-connected’ in various ways, which fa-
cilitates processes of diffusion along various stages of
the decision-making process. Thus, not only specific
institutional remedies to problems can diffuse, but also
the recognition of something as a political problem, as
well as the understanding of that problem and poten-
tial solutions (see Jetschke and Lenz 2013; Duina and
Lenz 2015). One plausible hypothesis, then, is that the
recognition of a lack of democratic legitimacy in REOs
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as a problem that requires determined political action
might have diffused from democratic to non-democ-
ratic REOs. Relatedly, it is quite possible that elements
of democratic (and non-democratic) design have trav-
elled from one or more REOs to other REOS. Along
these lines, for instance, Lenz (2013: 216) has argued
that exchanges of expertise, knowledge, and resources

from the EU to Mercosur can explain why officials in
the latter recently moved to establish a parliamentary
body. Such diffusion may determine in part which
REOs have the least or most deficits, and, as well,
which dimensions of legitimacy may suffer from a
democratic legitimacy deficit.  
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America

Europe

Africa

Asia

CAN (1969 – $900 billion)

Mercosur (1991 – $2.9 trillion)

NAFTA (1993 – $19 trillion) & Side
Agreements on Labor and the
Environment

EFTA (1960 – $1.3 trillion),
including participation in European
Economic Area (EEA)

COMESA (1994  - $800 billion)

SADC (2000 – $296 billion)

EAC (2004 – $100 billion)

AFTA (1992 – $2.3 trillion) &
Associated Agreements

SAFTA (2004 – $2.3 trillion)

REO (agreement date - GDP
in 2013 US$, est.)

Members (founding members
if not on current member list)

Bolivia, Columbia, Ecuador, Peru,
(Chile)

Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay, Uruguay,
Venezuela

Canada, Mexico, United States

Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway,
Switzerland, (United Kingdom)

Burundi, Comoros, Democratic
Republic of Congo, Djibouti, Egypt,
Eritrea, Ethiopia, Kenya, Libya,
Madagascar, Malawi, Mauritius,
Rwanda, Seychelles, Sudan, Swaziland,
Uganda, Zambia, Zimbabwe

Botswana, Lesotho, Namibia,
Mauritius, Madagascar, Malawi,
Mozambique, South Africa,
Swaziland, Tanzania, Zambia,
Zimbabwe

Burundi, Kenya, Rwanda, Tanzania,
and Uganda

Brunei, Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos,
Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines,
Singapore, Thailand, Vietnam

Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Maldives,
Nepal, Pakistan, Sri Lanka

Economic Objectives

Common market: goods, services,
capital, and labor with common
external tariff

Common market: goods, services,
capital, and labor with common
external tariff

Free trade area: goods, selected
services, all capital, no labor

Free trade area: most goods and (after
2001) services, capital, and labor

Common market: goods, services,
capital, and labor with common
external tariff

Free trade area: goods and services

Customs union and potentially
common market

Free trade area: most goods, most
services, and most capital

Free trade area: most goods

Appendix 1.  Selected REOs in the Americas, Europe, Africa, and Asia



Appendix 2. Coding policy scope

The policy scope of each REO was assessed with a list
of 22 policy areas in hand. This list was adapted from
a classification scheme used by Lenz et al. (2014) by
retaining only policy areas that could potentially be
tied to the process of economic integration (either be-
cause they are substantively economic in nature or be-
cause officials could conceivably justify legislative
activity there as advancing the objectives of economic
integration). 

1. Agriculture 
2. Competition policy, mergers, state aid, antitrust
3. Culture and media 
4. Education (primary, secondary, tertiary), 

vocational training, youth 
5. Development, aid to poor countries
6. Financial regulation, banking regulation, 

monetary policy, currency 
7. Welfare state services, employment policy, social

affairs, pension systems 
8. Energy (coal, oil, nuclear, wind, solar)
9. Environment: pollution, natural habitat, 

endangered species 
10. Financial stabilization, lending to countries in 

difficulty 
11. Fisheries and maritime affairs 
12. Health: public health, food safety, nutrition 
13. Industrial policy (including manufacturing, 

SMEs, tourism) 
14. Culture and Media
15. Migration, immigration, asylum, refugees
16. Regional policy, regional development, poverty 

reduction 
17. Research policy, research programming, science
18. Taxation, fiscal policy coordination
19. Telecommunications, internet, postal services
20. Trade, customs, tariffs, intellectual property 

rights/ patents
21. Transport: railways, air traffic, shipping, roads 
22. Data collection, statistics, reports

Notes
1 Primary law, even in the EU, is generated through
the ‘traditional’ procedures of international law: every
member state holds a veto over the decision, national

ratification is required, and supranational institutions
play no formal role.
2 It should be noted also that, at the national level, it
is common practice to derive normative standards
from a model of liberal democracy and using these to
judge countries’ democratic credentials. Consider
democracy indicators such as Polity.  
3  The presence of delegated acts (per the Treaty of Lis-
bon of 2009 and, with it, Articles 288-292 of the
Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union) is
said to further compromise democracy, in that the
Commission is in charge of those acts. Scholarship is
only starting to discuss the implications of these acts
for democracy (Georgiev 2013). 
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